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  THE GOAT 
Volume 19, Issue 2 APRIL - JUNE 2014 

The official publication of the Pacific Northwest 5th Division of the NMRA – www.nmra.org & PNR – www.pnr.nmra.org 
 

Join the NMRA PNR 5th Division on Facebook. Follow this link https://www.facebook.com/NmraPnr5thDivision?ref=tn_tnmn or search for NMRA 
PNR 5th Division from your own Facebook page. Use Facebook to find regional news and resources, keep track of upcoming events and post 
comments about things of interest. In order to post comments you need to set up a Facebook account. See The Goat, Extra 1305, on the PNR website 

(link is above) for more information about joining Facebook. Click “Like” to receive automatic feeds from the PNR 5th Division right to your own page. We hope that 
you will agree that it is a fun, easy and safe way to stay in touch. If you want to post pictures on our Facebook page you can send them to your editor: 
abcja6730@yahoo.com.   
 

This Union Pacific heritage locomotive in Western Pacific livery passes through Fort Morgan on 
the River City Modelers layout in Spokane. Clubs can be organized in a lot of different ways 
and membership appeals to many model railroaders. Read about different club formats in this 
edition of The Goat. 
 

  

 

http://www.nmra.org/
http://www.pnr.nmra.org/
https://www.facebook.com/NmraPnr5thDivision?ref=tn_tnmn
mailto:abcja6730@yahoo.com
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SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT 
 
I am going to forgo the 2nd quarter report, and address my comments to the upcoming 5th Division Annual 
Business Meeting. This year the business meeting is scheduled to be held in Spokane on April 19th. This is a 
Saturday. The meeting place has been changed this year due to the amount of that the Masonic Hall wanted to 
charge us for their facility. The meeting will be held at the Spokane County Argonne Library. The library is 
located on the corner of Argonne and Upriver Drive, 4322 North Argonne. This is location is roughly 1 mile 
north of the Masonic Hall in Millwood, WA.  
There are only a couple of agenda items currently. The first is the election of the Assistant Superintendent and 
the Chef Clerk. Wayne Walling has stated that he will be running for the Assistant Superintendent position and I 
am assuming that Richard Smith, our current Chef Clerk, will be running for the Chef Clerk position. The main 
item on the agenda this year will be the 2017 PNR convention that the Division is scheduled to host. To this end 
I have started to contact hotels with convention facilities in the Spokane area. The two hotels that have shown 
interest in being the convention site are The Red Lion Inn at the Park, downtown Spokane, and The Mirabeau 
Park Hotel and Convention Center, in the Spokane Valley. I am hoping to have formal written proposals to 
present to the general membership at the business meeting. I would also like to start the process of forming the 
convention committee at this meeting. 

One other item that I will address at the business meeting is to fill the vacant positions of Membership chair and 
Educational chair. These two positions have not been filled for the last several years. We need, as a Division to 
fill the positions. 

Should any of you have further suggestion as to items that should or could be added to the agenda, please feel 
free to contact me. I can be contacted via e-mail at gathurow@cet.com, or via phone at (509) 838-7174, or (509) 
863-2012. I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
5th Division Superintendent 
Gary Thurow 

  

mailto:gathurow@cet.com
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS 
Never Stop Learning – and Sharing 
 
During my work life, every job that I have held involved continuing education in some form or another. You 
probably wouldn’t find many who believe more firmly than I do that the pursuit of new interests and 
understanding sustains us for a longer, more productive and more wholesome life. Several of my jobs were 
involved directly in the administration of continuing education programs in university and community college 
settings and in others I found myself in the classroom as a teacher and trainer.  
 

One of the reasons why I enjoy the hobby of model railroading so much is that there seems to be something new 
to learn at every bend. This has always been the case. During the 1970s I became involved in the hobby due to a 
wonderful man who was willing to share his knowledge with me. I was hooked from the outset! Bill was a 
superb modeler who loved to get others involved with the hobby. In addition to instructing me on technique and 
operation of a layout, he also invited me to join a round robin group that was known as “First Tuesday” – due to 
the fact that the guys got together on the first Tuesday of each month. 
 

The First Tuesday group was a delightful collection of people from diverse occupations, ages, skill levels and 
interests. I can’t begin to tell you how important my association with Bill and this group was in building my 
interest in model railroading. When I moved away – all the way from Massachusetts to Washington State – I 
missed the camaraderie and enjoyment of the hobby. But, the necessity of adapting to my new surroundings, 
work, marriage and family, caused me to suspend active modeling.  
 

When I began to investigate local clubs and visit hobby shops, I found that the “community” was much, much 
different than what I had enjoyed “back East.” It took me a couple of moves and some persistence before I 
located a very welcoming railroad club in Spokane. That somewhat fortuitous connection, thankfully, did 
reconnect me with the hobby.  
 

There are two points that I would like to make here: First, I really believe that clubs, in all of their various 
formats, provide an important connection for those who are “new” to the hobby. Without my First Tuesday 
experience it is very doubtful that I would be active in the hobby today. Without my involvement in the Spokane 
club, I wouldn’t be editing this newsletter and possibly wouldn’t even have a home layout. 
 

Second, because of the willingness of others to share their knowledge and skills, I have become a much better 
modeler. True, I could (and do) get a lot out of model railroad magazines and on-line resources, but there is 
nothing like the enthusiasm that comes from directly sharing knowledge and having the ability to ask and answer 
questions. Clubs can provide very valuable connections and are a potent source of information and motivation. 
 

Over the years I have come to know plumbers, cardiologists, university professors, artists, shop owners, 
electricians, students, ex-railroad employees, managers, and many others just because of model railroading. I 
know a cardiologist who has an interest in railroad history, a university professor who is a true artist with 
scenery, and a graphic artist who is a genius when it comes to electronics. We are certainly a diverse group and 
we ALL have something to share. If we continue to do so, we will continue to attract new modelers to the 
hobby. Never stop learning, never stop sharing. 
 
The views and opinions stated in Editorial Comments are not intended to reflect those of the NMRA or regions or divisions thereof. As the editor of 
The Goat, I welcome your comments and opinions regarding the comments made above or any other statements made in this publication. Send your 
comments to Alan Ashton, Editor (PNR5DNews@gmail.com). 
 

5TH DIVISION RPO 
 
Sorry, but the mail bag is empty! Send your letters to PNR5DNews@gmail.com.   

mailto:abcja6730@yahoo.com
mailto:PNR5DNews@gmail.com
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SUBDIVISION REPORTS 
 

Central Washington 
 

Tri-City Model Railroaders: On January 24-25 and again on March 1-2, 2014, Tri-City Model Railroaders’ 
modular layout was on display and in operation at the Trade, Recreation and Agricultural Center in Pasco, WA. 
These shows were in conjunction with the Family EXPO and Great Outdoors EXPO events and attendance at 
each show was in the thousands. 
  

Presentations have been made to several local agencies in a continuing search for a future permanent layout site. 
The Tri-City Herald wrote an informative article on February 10, 2014 discussing the organization’s efforts 
(http://www.tri-cityherald.com/2014/02/09/2818450/tri-city-model-railroaders.html) and including pictures of John Decker’s 
layout. 
  

The organization is still awaiting a reply from the Internal Revenue Service on an application for a 501(c)(3) tax 
exemption status. A Federal decision is expected by this summer. 
  

Regular “Train-’Til-You-Drain” workshops are also continuing so members can make progress on individual 
projects. 
 
Northern Idaho 
 

The annual train show in Lewiston was hosted by the Lewis-Clark Train Club on March 23rd. The turnout was 
good and there were on-going clinics in addition to the many vendors on hand. 
 
Eastern Washington 
 

River City Modelers club is now doing rail operations on the 1st and 3rd Sunday of each month. Visitors are 
welcome to stop by and check it out. Operations run from 10:00 a.m. until around 1:00 p.m. 
 
Montana 
 

No news to report. 
 
Northeast Oregon  
 

No news to report. 
 
 
 
Wanted (and really needed): Associate Editors for The Goat. We need more input 
from others in our Division. If you can contribute news items, stories or photos that would 
be of interest to our members, please contact Alan Ashton, Editor, at 
PNR5DNews@gmail.com. If you have been reading this newsletter and live in the 
geographical area covered by the PNR 5th Division I would like to hear from you. Any 
and all writing ability levels are welcome. We can work together to produce a quality 
publication.  
  

http://www.tri-cityherald.com/2014/02/09/2818450/tri-city-model-railroaders.html
mailto:PNR5DNews@gmail.com
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SPECIAL FEATURE: MODEL RAILROAD CLUBS 
Contributed by Alan Ashton (Spokane) 
 
“To join or not to join” is a question that most of us ask of ourselves at some time. We know that we enjoy the 
hobby of model railroading but may be put off by the restrictions and “politics” that may come along with club 
membership. You may not think of yourself as a “joiner” but, if only through your own interest in model 
railroading as a hobby, you may already be a member of a “club.” You share an interest with an extensive and 
diverse group of people who are invested in developing skills, sharing knowledge and enjoying the World’s 
Greatest Hobby. You may not consider yourself to be a member of this “club” but if you belong to the NMRA, 
frequently visit your local hobby shop, or talk about your hobby with others, perhaps you are.  
 

But, consider that your model railroading experience could be enhanced by joining a group that may fit the more 
conventional definition of a club. Membership may bring things to the party that you cannot easily obtain 
otherwise. Consider some of the options that may be open to you, regardless of where you live. 
 

Round Robin. A round robin club has very few rules, rarely 
collects dues, generally has no “officers” and usually does 
not have a regular meeting place. The glue that holds the 
group together is a love of the hobby and a desire to share 
experiences with others. The group can have a set meeting 
schedule or someone can just set a meeting date, time and 
location and others show up (like a model railroad version 
of a “flash mob”). This loose knit organizational style often 
appeals to those who do not consider themselves to be 
“joiners.”  
 

Members of round robin clubs may or may not share interest 
in a common scale. The only restraint from a mix-and-match 
approach is sharing equipment but the experience of 
working in different scales is reward enough for 
encouraging members with diverse scales and layout sizes. 
 

My own experience in model railroading began in earnest 
when I was asked to join a group of guys who met on the first Tuesday of each month from September through 
June. July and August were designated as “time off” for family vacations. This informally named “First 
Tuesday” club had about 10 members so we met at one another’s home layout (if we had one) on an informal, 
revolving schedule. Some member’s layouts were more developed than others so operating sessions were more 
frequent there. Some sessions were either purposed for working on something or just helping the layout owner 
solve problems. Sometimes, when there were few in attendance, we just sat around with a cup of coffee or an 
“adult beverage” of some sort. 
 

Of the ten members of the First Tuesday group, only about half had a home layout. The others were more than 
willing to help but just enjoyed the social aspect of the group and liked to either watch the trains run or to 
participate in an operating session. Some members joined because they wanted to learn more about the hobby 
and some had no modeling experience at all. 
 

Modular. Modular layouts are often a next step for railroaders who want a club experience but one with few 
organizational constraints. Modular clubs may or may not have a permanent location to maintain the layout and 
it may or may not be moved to shows or other events. Organizational structure and decision making can range 
from very informal to more structured depending upon the size and intent of the club. Modular layouts may 
choose to put certain members or committees in charge of functions such as accounting, standards and so forth. 
 

A neighbor lends a hand on a home layout forming a new round robin 
group. Then there were three and hopefully there will be more to 
come. This friend  was not a model railroader before “joining” this 
club of two but now enjoys a weekly get together to work on scenery, 
wiring and soon, operations. 
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Modular layouts work well for all scales and tend to encourage each modeler’s creativity. Modular layouts, by 
their nature, do not depend upon a common theme. Members may choose their own era, scenery, motive power, 
and railroad heralds for their modules.  
 

A modular layout is truly a mix-and-match type of layout 
design. The modules may or may not go together the same way 
each time the members meet. However, In traditional modular 
layouts, modules are commonly built in increments of one, two, 
or four feet and may be straight or turn 90 degrees to form a 
closed loop. 
 

But the modules DO need to share some standards that ensure 
that the modules work together. Among these are height of the 
mainline track (measured from the floor), location of the main 
line tracks (generally measured from the front of the module), 
track gauge and code, and command and control (including 
electrical connections from module-to-module). Beyond those 
few but critical considerations, each modeler can run with any 
design characteristics that they want. 

 

Out of the First Tuesday club came a new modular club. In the beginning, a subgroup of about six First Tuesday 
members decided to start a modular layout that could be taken to a new show that was just gaining traction. The 
1976 show was held in the Student Union building at the University of Massachusetts and was attended by about 
100 persons who were interested in just seeing what was going on. In 1978 the show fell under the banner of the 
Amherst Railway Society and attendance was growing rapidly. 
 

Although not called the same, the beginning of the “Amherst Belt Line” modular layout consisted of eight 
modules; four side sections and four corners. As a founding contributor to the layout, the only “standards” that I 
recall were height, location of track (for connecting to the next module), and the style of electrical connector to 
join the modules (we used a four-prong Cinch-Jones style connector). Today, the club has over 100 modules and 
514 feet of mainline. The annual show is held at the “Big E” in Springfield (Massachusetts) and has an 
attendance of 25,000 or more. The Amherst Belt Line (or “ABLE”) 
continues to be a star attraction. 
 

Technically, the Amherst Belt Line layout is no longer a traditional 
modular design as it fits most definitions of a Free-mo layout. The 
specifications may not completely comply with published Free-mo 
standards (see next paragraph) but the concept is the same. For that 
reason, ABLE may best be described as a hybrid. 
 

Free-mo: Free-mo stands for "free modular" and is a relatively new 
modular standard in the hobby of model railroading. As such, this type of 
club may be considered a sub-set of a modular layout. The word Free-mo 
is a derivative of “FREMO,” a European modular standard. Free-mo's 
emphasis is on flexibility in track design and prototypical scenery and 
operations. Free-mo was developed with the idea that a set of standards 
focusing mainly on module end plates would enable faithful modeling of 
prototype track plans and operations in a modular environment.  
 

This emphasis results in very flexible standards. For example, if you want 
to build a module that is five feet seven and 3/4 inches long with an angle 
of 19 degrees and a two percent grade, you can do it within a Free-mo 
club. Unlike modular and sectional layouts that are usually ovals, Free-mo 
emphasizes point-to-point or point-to-loop. This approach can result in 
more prototypical operation. 

This picture, found in the Amherst Railway Society’s archives, 
shows a newly formed modular layout in 1979. The modules were 
assembled in the Student Union building on the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst campus for what later became the annual 
train show. 

 

We are not aware of any Free-
mo clubs within the PNR 5th 
Division. If this type of modular 
layout appeals to you, the PNR 
5th Division may be able to help 
get a group organized.  

If you don’t have the space at 
home for a layout but would like 
to build a Free-mo module in a 
spare bedroom or shop and 
would like to meet with other 
Free-mo modelers at shows or 
events, write to us at 
PNR5DNews@gmail.com. We 
will form an email distribution 
list to help get the group going. 
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Free-mo modules are often built to fit vehicle or storage space that the modeler has available. Forty-five degree 
Free-mo curve modules can be arranged in "S" curves, or set up to form 90 degree curves, so they are extremely 
flexible. Free-mo modules can have a single end, as in a yard or end loop, two ends, as is the case with most 
modules, or three or more ends in the case of a junction. 
 

Free-mo clubs may be geographically dispersed because the modules can be recombined in so many 
configurations. Subgroups can come together for local shows or travel greater distances and join with “locals” 
without concern for whether their module will “fit” with the rest of the assembly. 
 

To learn more about Free-mo standards visit the organization’s website by using the hyperlink found at the end 
of this article. 

Sectional: A sectional layout is similar to a modular (or Free-
mo) layout except that it is designed to have consistent scenery 
from module to module. Sectional layouts may or may not 
conform to standards other than those devised by the club. In 
addition to the scenery, each module must be designed to join 
the next on either or both sides. A very important characteristic 
of a sectional layout is that they typically go together the same 
way each time they are moved or set up.  
 

Sectional layout designs can feature turnouts into yards or 
staging tracks to enable more realistic operation. Creatively 
designed sectional layouts can also expand or contract 
depending upon the needs of the club. Because the overall 
design is relatively static, the club can make decisions about 

electrical connections and command and control systems. The design lends itself to either DC or DCC and the 
choice would likely be made on operational considerations. 
 

Sectional layouts may or may not have a permanent home. Due to the necessity of making modules work 
together, clubs that have sectional layouts tend to have a more clearly defined organizational structure and often 
find it useful to keep the layout set up to do work. Dues may be collected to help subsidize needed construction 
materials. Locomotives and rolling stock are typically contributed by the members who retain ownership. 
 

There are several examples of sectional layouts in the PNR 5th Division. One, the Hangman Creek Lumber 
Company, was designed specifically for one event and shows how well scenery elements can fit together from 
section to section. Use the hyperlink at the end of this article to see a lot more about this exceptional layout. 
 

On-Line (virtual clubs): The popularity of social media, web based interest groups, forums and pay-for-access 
sites has enabled worldwide communication between people who share various interests in the hobby of model 
railroading. A very casual search of Facebook pages will yield literally hundreds of places where news, pictures 
and help topics can be found. Providers such as Yahoo, Google and others have tools that allow users to create 
interest groups. Elsewhere, you can use a search engine (browser) to find forums where “members” can post 
questions about modeling problems and have other members answer those questions.  
 

These sites may not fit your ideas about model railroad clubs but they do bind people together by their interests 
and skills. There are few (if any) that have any kind of structure typical of more “local” clubs such as officers, 
limitations on number of members, bylaws, or rules of conduct. Still, you can feel connected with your fellow 
“members” and even form some friendships that span many miles. 
 

You can also find a lot of information and tips about the hobby on www.YouTube.com but I don’t include this 
site as a “club” due to the anonymity of the viewers. True, on the sites mentioned above, you can use screen 
names to protect your identity, you can always be identified as if you simply went by a nickname. 
 

Most forums and websites with model railroad information are free of charge but there are websites that require 
paid memberships or subscriptions. One, http://www.modeltrainclub.org/ provides on-line forums and 

The Hangman Creek layout won Best-of-Show at the Narrow Gauge 
Convention in Seattle. The On3 layout was designed with portability 
in mind but could easily serve as a fixed base operation. 

http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.modeltrainclub.org/
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instruction as well as materials that can be downloaded or purchased. Presumably, higher quality of materials 
comes with paid memberships but as with anything, the buyer must beware.  
 

Fixed Base Layout: When modelers mention “clubs,” the 
fixed base layout usually is the first thing that comes to 
mind. A fixed base club has a single location and generally 
has a well-defined structure that includes bylaws, officers 
and rules of conduct. Many clubs register as non-profits to 
avoid certain taxes and scrutiny by local, state or federal 
taxing authorities. Some, but certainly not all, seek IRS 
501(c)(3) status so that they can accept cash or in-kind 
donations and offer a tax exemption to the donor. 
 

Fixed base layouts vary greatly in design. All scales and 
gauges may be represented and some organizations even 
feature multiple layouts to accommodate the interests of the 
members. Nearly all fixed base layouts have continuity of 
scenery design and some will focus on a certain era. By their 
nature, fixed base layouts are not designed to be portable so 

careful selection of a location is very important. Losing a lease or having a key club member leave, namely the 
one who owns the structure, can have a devastating effect upon the club. 
 

Fixed base clubs usually wind up with a major investment in materials. Insurance should always be considered a 
necessity and organizations should consult with an insurance professional. The NMRA offers special insurance 
for clubs who maintain a 100 percent membership status with the NMRA. 
 

The following table may help to illuminate differences between various types of clubs: 
 

Requirements / Structure Round 
Robin 

Modular FreeMo Sectional On-Line Fixed Base 

Minimum Number of Members 2 41 2 41 2 Depends on 
size of layout 

Maximum Number of Members (clubs 
may self-impose limits) 

10-122 No limit No limit No limit No limit Depends on 
size of layout 

Ownership Individuals Individuals Individuals Usually the 
club 

N/A Usually the 
club 

Fixed Location3 Members’ 
homes 

Maybe Maybe Maybe No Yes 

Officers (appointed, elected or volunteer) No Maybe Maybe Maybe Not likely Usually 
Dues and Contributions of Materials Not likely Maybe Maybe Maybe Possibly, but 

not likely 
Usually 

Insurance4 No Not likely Not likely Maybe No Usually5 
Consistent Scenery No No No Yes N/A Yes 
Formal Rules (such as by-laws) No Maybe Maybe Maybe No Usually 
Standards6 No Limited Limited Yes No Yes 
Designed for Portability No Yes Yes Yes N/A No 
Formal Non-Profit Status No Not likely Not likely Maybe N/A Maybe 
IRS 501(c)(3) Tax Status7 No Not likely Not likely Not likely N/A Maybe 
 

Notes: 
 
1 Modular and sectional layouts could have fewer than four members if the assembled “layout” is point-to-point or if the members build multiple 

modules. 
2  Round robin clubs can have more members but usually the size is limited by the available space in members’ homes. 
3 Some modular and sectional layouts have semi-permanent homes. If the intent is to maintain them in a home location on a permanent basis then 

they may be considered a “hybrid” club; one that has some of the features of a fixed-base club. 
4 Home layouts may be covered under each member’s home owners policy (consider an insurance rider if you have a big investment to cover) and 

other club formats may or may not choose to be insured depending upon where the layout is stored and upon the value of the investment. Consult 
an insurance agent. 

5 Fixed base clubs often have a considerable investment. Such clubs should consult with their landlord or owner to coordinate insurance coverage 
for the layout and member’s personal items that are left at the club’s location. Consult your insurance agent or contact the NMRA for information 
regarding coverage options for “100 percent NMRA” clubs. 

Visitors enjoy seeing the progress at River City Modelers fixed base 
layout in Spokane. This HO scale layout features over 19 scale of mainline 
track and represents a considerable investment in both materials and time. 
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6 The exceptions here are that modular and Free-mo layouts must each adhere to basic standards for height from the floor, location of mainline track 

at joining points, track code, and command and control. They are NOT concerned with scenery or other track standards. 
7 IRS tax status is a separate designation from non-profit (exempt from paying certain taxes) and allows a club to accept donations while giving the 

donor a tax exemption. Donations may be the form of cash or goods. Consult a tax advisor for advice on this topic. 
 
To sum up, clubs can offer a lot to model railroaders. By joining a club you can learn from others, share 
enthusiasm for the hobby, enjoy new relationships, work on a layout different from and perhaps much larger 
than you may have at home, and promote this great hobby to others. If you haven’t thought about joining a 
group lately, please consider it now. Everyone can benefit from your involvement. 
 

Additional references and resources may be found at the following websites. You may use the hyperlinks to get 
to each one. Just note that this is not intended to be even close to an exhaustive list. The PNR 5th Division does 
not endorse any of the on-line memberships, resources or sites mentioned in this article. 
 

Listing of known clubs within the NMRA PNR 5th Division: 
http://www.pnr5d.org/   
PNR 5th Division on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/NmraPnr5thDivision?ref=tn_tnmn  
Information about the Free-mo standards and a list of clubs: 
http://www.free-mo.org/  
Pictures and story behind the Hangman Creek Lumber Company: 
http://narrowgaugebuilder.com/2012_narrow_gauge_convention_layout_pg_1  
NMRA recommended standards for building modular layouts: 
http://www.nmra.org/standards/modules/ms_intro.html  
An example of an on-line forum (registration is required but access is free): 
http://www.modelrailroadforums.com/  
An example of an on-line model railroad club (dues required for membership but tour is free): 
http://www.modeltrainclub.org/ 
 

CLINIC: COMING NEXT ISSUE 
 

Due to space considerations in this issue, 
our clinics will resume in the next edition 
of The Goat. In that article, Bill Kleinert 
(Lewiston) will present tips on 
construction of craftsman kits. Bill has 
recently completed “Bower’s Brewery, a 
kit from Micro-Scale models. This type of 
kit requires time, patience and skill so 
you should find many of Bill’s techniques 
interesting and valuable. At left is a quick 
peek at the completed model. 

 
 

 

  

http://www.pnr5d.org/
https://www.facebook.com/NmraPnr5thDivision?ref=tn_tnmn
http://www.free-mo.org/
http://narrowgaugebuilder.com/2012_narrow_gauge_convention_layout_pg_1
http://www.nmra.org/standards/modules/ms_intro.html
http://www.modelrailroadforums.com/
http://www.modeltrainclub.org/
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WORKBENCH PROJECTS: Building a Coal Shed 
Contributed by Lex Parker 
 

Lex Parker models the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad in On3 (1/48th 
scale). He chose the setting to be October 17, 1937 at 4:00 p.m. with a focus on the 
yards at Chama, New Mexico. Lex says that he selected the D&RGW to model since 
he enjoyed the variety of topography it provided and the narrow gauge because it 
could be modelled in On3 in the space he had for a layout. He decided to model the 
1937 era that had not yet introduced the Flying Herald and was a period still suffering 
from the depression years. This justified the particular weathering of his models. He 
chose October 17, because the fall in Colorado is spectacular with Aspens contrasting 
against the Pines and 4:00 p.m. and, “well, why not?” Lex adds. 
 
Over the years Lex’s layout was photographed and published in the Bulletin, Model 
Railroader, Railroad Model Craftsman and Narrow Gauge & Shortline Gazette. After 
rejoining the NMRA, he was encouraged by friends, Bill and Mary Miller, to submit 
his modeling efforts to the NMRA Achievement Program. Lex received eight 

Achievement Program awards in one year to earn his MMR #300 (Cars, Structures, Scenery, Prototype, Civil, 
Electrical, Volunteer and Author). Lex is also a founding member of the Canadian Association Railway 
Modelers (CARM) having developed the architecture of the association, graphics and web site and earning the 
CRC #1 certificate of accomplishment. 
 

Lex has a very active page on Facebook 
and a great website. We first saw Lex’s 
work on Facebook and were duly 
impressed with the quality of his 
modeling and his ability to capture his 
scenes in photos. Lex also is a natural 
teacher when it comes to explaining the 
steps involved in modelling. When he 
recently posted a series of photos and 
captions showing construction of a small 
coal shed, we asked Lex if he would 
mind if we featured his work in an 
upcoming clinic. He consented and here 
is the series as it appeared on Facebook. 
 
Lex began the series with an explanation 
of why he wanted to build this structure. 
He said, “I decided I needed a small 
project to work on. This is a coal shed 

used to supply cabooses and passenger car stoves. I precut all the lumber, grained them, stained them and 
applied peeling paint for an old worn look.” 
 
As with any project, it is a good idea to start with both an inspiration and a plan so Lex posted pictures of a 
prototype (shown above) and made drawings to provide a loose blueprint for construction.  
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With the drawings in hand, construction could begin. 
 

  

Wood is prepared 
by adding grain 
with a wire brush, 
wash with a stain 
mixture of black 
shoe dye and 
alcohol. Finally 
lightly dab paint on 
each board using a 
fine sponge and 
lightly dry-
brushing. 
 

Materials are collected for the project. Precut wood is stained, grained and peeling paint 
applied for an old weathered appearance. 

 

  

This finger detail is 
a very interesting 
aspect for this 
model. However, it 
may be difficult to 
replicate in smaller 
scales 

Two sides are completed first. The slots on the edges 
will allow the individual end boards to finger 
through. 

Here is an example of how the end boards are fingering 
through the slots. This will be reinforced with 
additional 2" x 6"s. 
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These two photos 
show the 
completed sides, 
reinforced with 2” 
x 6” exterior studs, 
and the plank door. 
Additional 
weathering has also 
been applied. 

  

There could be 
many applications 
of this technique 
that allows you to 
remove the coal 
pile from the scene 
for repair or 
remodeling. 

I carved a piece of styrofoam to fit in the back corner. 
This will be painted black and crushed coal glued to 
it. 

Here I quickly mocked up 3 walls with scrap steel and 
styrene around the styrofoam block and sized to the 
shed interior. Covered it with carpenters glue and 
poured crushed coal over it, securing with water/glue 
mix. This was placed on a sheet of styrene so that it was 
easily removed. 

 

 
 

 

Allowing overnite drying I removed the coal pile 
from the mold. The upper end gables and fascia have 
also been applied. 

Allowing overnite drying I removed the coal pile from 
the mold. The upper end gables and fascia have also 
been applied. 
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Due care must be 
taken to ensure that 
the roof panels are 
completely square. 
On a small model 
like this, even a 
small deviation 
could be 
noticeable.  

The roof framing (rafters) was added next. Since the roof boards will be difficult to see I decided to 
use scribed wood (omg?). You have to stain both sides 
to prevent warping. This was cut to fit, glued to the 
rafters and turned upside down and weighted until 
completely dry. 

 

  

Any paint medium 
will work as well 
as Floquil®. Water 
based paints and 
stains have a 
tendency to warp 
wood so care must 
be taken to hold 
flat.  That is the 
reason for water-
based stains to be 
applied to both 
sides. 

I apply the tissue strips by painting them. The paint 
soaks through becoming the glueing agent when dry. 
Overlap each strip several inches. 

Here you see a nice delicate and scale thickness asphalt 
sheath which is wrapped over the edges. Uneven on the 
sides is typical. I'll weather this when dry. 

 

   

 
 

Grantline plastic 
hinges were bent 
and glued to the 
door and stud. I cut 
2 short pieces of 
brass wire and 
glued them to the 
inside edge to 
represent the hinge 
pin and helps 
secure the door. 

Note how the roofing material is wrapped over the 
edge and nailed in place. 

Final installation on the layout includes additional coal 
that would be scattered about the shed. 
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For more information and pictures of Lex’s D&RGW be sure to visit his website at www.drgwrr.com.  

 
MODELING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
 

DRY PAINT PIGMENTS 
If you want to use a “zip-texturing” technique (for example, a mix 
of Hydrocal® and paint pigments sifted on to a base layer of plaster 
or Hydrocal) you may have run across formulas that call for 
powdered acrylic paint. Having an urge to try the technique, I set 
out looking for powdered acrylic paint and had very little luck. So, I 
decided to use dry tempera paint instead and found that it worked 
quite well. I discovered that The Quill’s on-line store 
(www.quill.com) carries several suitable colors and is a very good 
and inexpensive source for tempera paints. I chose Sargent Art® 
black, brown and yellow at $3.79 per bottle. I also found that The 
Quill lived up to their motto of “Fast, Free Shipping, Every Order, 
Every Day.” My total order was just a bit over $11.00 and arrived in 

just five days.  
 
 

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS 
THEY ARE AVAILABLE WHEN YOU NEED SOMETHING RIGHT AWAY AND ARE ALWAYS 

HAPPY TO HELP YOU IF YOU NEED TO ORDER SOMETHING SPECIAL 
 

When in the Tri-City (Washington) area, visit Parkade Hobbies located at 23 N. Cascade, Kennewick, WA. 
Call (509) 585-2510 for hours and directions. 

  
“We handle all major scales and manufacturers, including Athearn, Atlas, Atlas O, Exact Rail, Proto 2000, Walthers, 

Woodland Scenics, and many others. Parkade Hobbies is dedicated to Digital Command Control!” 
  

http://www.drgwrr.com/
http://www.quill.com/
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LAYOUT TOUR 
AL CUNNINGHAM’S CANADIAN RAILROADS 

 
Al Cunningham lives in Spokane Valley and 
has a wonderful N-scale layout in his 
basement. During his work life Al was 
involved with building automation and 
HVAC systems. Al has been a member of 
local clubs in the Spokane area and enjoys 
working in HO scale as well as N.  

This layout impresses visitors from the very 
first view. You won’t see exposed Hydrocal 
or plywood underlayment anywhere. The 
walk around design is skillfully laid out so 
that, as you view the track from various 
vantage points, you cannot tell where trains 
are coming from or where they have been. 
The mainline passes through backdrops and 
sometimes seems to double back. It is a 
challenge to figure out where trains will be 

going next – it is truly a railfan’s layout. When asked if his layout is “complete” Al answers as all model 
railroaders do indicating that he continues to “tweak” things and never considers the layout “done.” 

Al tells us that his current layout is “about” the fifth that he has built but, having been a builder for nearly 30 
years, he has been able to incorporate parts from some of his previous layouts. This one has a total of 639 feet of 
track (about 19.5 scale miles) and he needs ever scale foot for his 76 locomotives and 450 pieces of rolling 
stock! 

Al grew up in Calgary, Alberta, and moved through Edmonton, Vancouver and Victoria before landing in 
Spokane in 1997. His Canadian heritage helps to explain his choice of railroads running on his layout. Visitors 
will see Canadian Pacific, Canadian National and British Canadian Railway equipment in a variety of consists. 
Al’s layout features both passenger and freight serving three towns and numerous industries.  

 

Al explains some layout features to Mike 
Tietz, President of River City Modelers 
(Spokane). Al is a member of the River City 
Modelers club. If you look below the layout 
you can see that part of the layout is 
essentially on a shelf, attached to a wall with 
braces, and part is on peninsulas supported 
on fixed bases. The backdrop is continuous 
and curved in the corners. Al uses photos 
(sized and stitched using photo editing 
software) for parts of his backdrop. The 
photos are attached to the blue sky with an 
adhesive. The clouds were painted with 
white spray paint (rattle can). 
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The layout is operated under DC control 
with one cab for each individual train. These 
power supplies are labeled for the three 
roads operating on the layout: CP, BCOL 
and CN. Asked if he would consider 
switching to DCC Al said “not in this 
lifetime!” That will be more understandable 
as you read on. 

 

Without the benefit of sound decoders you 
might think that you would simply hear the 
buzz of the small N scale motors and the 
sound of wheels over the rails. Not so. Al 
has installed several speakers under the 
layout that supply a steady supply of 
railroad sounds interspersed with everything 
else from crickets to dogs barking. Taking in 
the layout in its entirety is a treat for the 
senses. 

 

Also below the layout is a remarkable panel 
of relays that operate the layout with very 
little operator input. Al explains that he 
doesn’t do too much by way of operating 
sessions now – although it could be a most 
interesting pastime given the number of 
industries on the layout – but instead just 
likes to be a railfan and watch the trains run. 
At all times there are six Canadian Pacific 
trains, seven Canadian National and five BC 
Railway trains on the layout. Completely 
under automated control, three trains are in 
motion at one time. To accomplish this feat 
Al has 89 switching relays and 36 
automated switches. 
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Infrared sensors are located at key and 
logical locations throughout the layout. With 
an “emitter” and a “collector,” the system 
detects the presence of a train (or a visitor’ 
hand) and relay logic determines what to do. 
Trains are slowed, stopped and routed on to 
or out of sidings – all automatically. Visitors 
watch the layout in action without seeing a 
controller in hand (or even in sight). In all, 
there are 22 detectors on the layout. 

 

There is a lot of power available on this 
layout. Al currently has 76 locomotives in a 
variety of paint schemes. Here we can see 
the familiar CP red. Al has several brands of 
models on his layout but prefers Kato, Atlas 
and Intermountain. For those who have been 
in this hobby for a number of years, the 
availability today of N scale equipment and 
supplies is remarkable. 

 

With this collection of rolling stock you can 
safely conclude that you are NOT in Kansas. 
In addition to the CN and CP reporting 
marks, you will also find plenty of other 
Canadian brands including Ontario 
Northland, Hudson’s Bay Oil & Gas, BC 
Hydro Railway, Northern Alberta Railways, 
Saskatchewan Grain Car Corporation and 
more. 
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Passenger service is also represented. Here, 
Via is ready to leave the station. We asked 
about the names for the three towns on the 
layout and Al’s response was interesting. He 
said “I haven’t actually thought about doing 
that.” Maybe it is for the best because the 
cityscape on the backdrop in this scene is 
actually Spokane. Spokane, British 
Columbia, perhaps? 

 

Al prefers to work with styrene for 
buildings. He says that he doesn’t scratch 
build too much but often kitbashes to create 
differences between buildings of the same 
model or to get two-for-one backdrop 
buildings. 

 

Many of the structures, industries and streets 
are lighted. Al uses a variety of voltages and 
employs numerous plug-in AC-DC 
converters for power. 
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Specialized equipment is needed for some 
work on the layout. 

 

Elsewhere, a group of kids enjoys a game of 
baseball on a lovely fall day. 

 

There is so much to see on Al’s layout that a 
railfan became too distracted to drive safely. 
Do not attempt to take pictures while 
driving! 
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As we conclude this tour, a short story about 
the lighting on the layout. Al reported that 
as he was attempting to remove the “egg-
crate” diffuser under the valance, a couple 
of the plastic tabs that hold the diffusers in 
place broke. That started a chain reaction 
and about a half dozen of them came 
crashing down on the layout. We can only 
imagine Al’s disbelief as he watched that 
happen! But, all has been cleaned up and 
most repairs have been made. Al says that 
he lost a lot of trees and people but one 
cannot see any evidence of that day’s 
accident. 

 

Here is a short gallery of pictures taken during our tour in January. More pictures will be posted on the NMRA 
PNR 5th Division’s Facebook page. Go to https://www.facebook.com/NmraPnr5thDivision?ref=tn_tnmn.  

   

   

   
 

https://www.facebook.com/NmraPnr5thDivision?ref=tn_tnmn
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Al has a great looking layout, eh? 
 
If you would like your model railroad featured in Layout Tours please contact Alan Ashton, Editor. You can 
submit pictures and text or request a visit (I am always interested in seeing new layouts). The mission of The 
Goat is to share your enthusiasm and to highlight achievements among those who are interested in model 
railroading. Conducting virtual layout tours connects us all and helps this newsletter achieve its mission. Send 
emails to your editor – PNR5DNews@gmail.com. 
 

  

mailto:PNR5DNews@gmail.com
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RAILROAD EXPERIENCE: A TRIP TO TROY (MT) AND RETURN 
Contributed by John Langlot (Spokane) 

 
UNDERSTANDING TIME TABLE AND TRAIN ORDER RULES 
When I started with the Great Northern as a Brakeman in 1960, the Time Table and 
Train Order method was the only traffic control system in use on the lines that I 
worked. Time Table and Train Order operation is now a lost art, replaced by 
Centralized Traffic Control and Track Warrants. To illustrate how Time Table and 
Train Order operation worked from the perspective of train and engine crews I will 
take you on a round trip from Hillyard, Washington to Troy, Montana during late 
1966. 

Trains operated as either regular trains or as extra trains. By rule, First Class trains 
were superior to all trains of lower class, and to all extra trains. Second Class trains 
were superior to opposing Third Class trains and extras, and Third Class trains were 
superior to opposing extras. As between trains of the same class, Westward trains 
were superior to Eastward trains. On the Great Northern main line, westward freight 
trains were run as extra trains, and eastward freight trains were run as either Second 
Class or extra trains. Unless otherwise directed by train order, the inferior train was 
obligated to take the siding at meeting points by rule. 

The symbol trains through Hillyard were numbers 97 and 83 westward and 82, and 
88, eastward. The symbol trains were not identified or carried by those symbols in 
the time table; so while they operated on a daily basis, they were not “regular trains” 
by operating rule definition. This created two types of nomenclature: the informal 
one based on the symbol “No. 83’s train” for example, but to the dispatcher and 
operating crews “No. 83’s train” was operated as an extra, for example “Extra 2020 
West”. This was not confusing to the people who dealt with it every day, but needs to 
be explained for present-day readers.  

The train dispatcher authorized movement of trains on the main track. The 
Dispatcher could and did issue train orders that annulled (cancelled), modified or 
superseded the schedule of a regular train. The dispatcher could and did authorize the 
operation of extra trains. The crew of every train received a clearance, often 
accompanied by train orders, when they went to work. In the case of regular trains a 
clearance authorized the crew receiving it, and their train, to operate on the timetable 
schedule designated on the clearance. The clearance also functioned as a routing slip 
to the crew, and included a list of all train orders addressed to the train of that 
particular schedule. A clearance for an extra train was not too much different. The 
extra train always received a train order instructing the train’s engine to run extra, in 
the applicable direction (west or east), from the initial terminal to the destination.  

The Great Northern equipped most of its main line sidings with spring switches. 
Spring switches automatically lined themselves back to the main line after a train 
pulled out of the siding. That eliminated the need to pull the rear of the train very 
slowly over the switch so that the rear brakeman could line the switch back for the 
main track, lock the switch, and then run to the caboose to get on. 

OK, it’s all aboard for our trip to Troy and back! 

HILLYARD 

The eastward leg of our trip to Troy begins when I was called off the Brakeman's 
extra board at Hillyard as head brakeman for the Bull Local at 5:00 AM. The Bull 
Local was a through freight train that did local work between Hillyard and Troy and 
beyond after a crew change at Troy. The Bull Local had work, set out and pickups, 
and spotting cars, at several stations between Hillyard and Troy, Montana. The Bull 
Local was routinely called for 5:00 AM but, because its time at any particular station 
became increasingly unpredictable, it operated as an extra train.  

 
This article must start with several 
definitions of terms that had very 
specific meanings: 

Regular trains were those whose 
schedules were shown in the Time 
Table. 

Extra trains were trains with no 
schedule shown in the timetable. 

The Consolidated Code of Operating 
Rules dictates the superiority of trains: 

Rule S-71 (S stands for single track) 
states that a train is superior to another 
train by right, class or direction. Right is 
conferred by train order; class and 
direction by time-table. Right is superior 
to class or direction. Direction is 
superior as between trains of the same 
class. 

Rule 72 states that trains of the first 
class are superior to those of the second; 
trains of the second class are superior to 
those of the third class and so on.  

Rule S-72 states that trains in the 
direction specified in the time-table are 
superior to trains of the same class in the 
opposite direction. 

Rule 73 states that extra trains are 
inferior to regular trains.  

The Great Northern operated several 
symbol trains. These were trains that the 
Traffic Department touted to customers. 
They generally operated every day and 
had a schedule for traffic purposes, 
which the company tried to adhere to, 
but it was not mandatory like a time 
table schedule. They handled designated 
types of traffic from and to designated 
terminals. 

The Time Table is a document, printed 
for each division, where the schedules of 
regular trains were published. The Time 
Table showed Train Number, Class, 
Direction, and scheduled departure 
times from each station for each regular 
train. 
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The conductor got our orders at from the 
operator at the Yard Office. Before he left 
the operator’s window, he checked the Train 
Register for the arrival and departure of all 
superior regular trains that were due within 
the previous 12 hours. By rule, when a 
regular train became more than 12 hours late 
it lost its schedule authority and could only 
run as an extra train, for example Empire 
Builder No 31 when 12 or more hours late 
had to be operated as a Passenger Extra, say 
355-C West. The order that authorized 
engine 355-C West to “run passenger extra 
Troy to Hillyard” was likely to give it with 
“right over” all or specified trains, and to 
wait at Troy until 9:30 AM, Yakt until 9:45 
AM and so on listing wait times all the way 
to Hillyard. With the wait times given in the 
order the passenger train could move no 
earlier than the “quasi-schedule” temporarily 
established for it by the order and enjoy 
superiority over the designated trains. All 
trains that would encounter this extra had 
been provided with a copy of the order. 
Inferior trains were obligated by the rules to 
clear the extra based on the wait times in the 
order. Using a train order of this kind, the 
Dispatcher could grant the passenger extra as 
much, or even more, superiority as it enjoyed 

as a regular train.  

Our conductor wrote the arrival and/or departing times of superior trains on the back of the clearance that came with our train orders. 
This morning our conductor checked the register for No. 31, the westward Empire Builder, and No. 32, the eastward Empire Builder. 
Today both No. 31 and No. 32 had arrived and left. He wrote the times on the form on the back of the clearance. The conductor gave a 
set of orders to the rear brakeman who passed them to the head brakeman, who gave them to the engineer. All crewmen were required 
to read the orders for their train and call any operation not in accordance with the rules to the attention of the conductor or engineer for 
the safety of everyone.  

The conductor also picked up his train Consist, a list showing the cars in standing order 
starting with the caboose and ending with the car next to the engine, and the waybills for 
each loaded car. Today’s train has 21 loads, 48 empties, 2540 tons, and was 3520 feet 
long, excluding the engine. The mission of the Bull Local was to serve on line customers 
between Hillyard and Whitefish, by delivering loads to customers, but more importantly 
delivering empty cars for loading and picking up loaded cars moving eastward from on 
line customers and stations. The Bull Local was also used to move cars for Whitefish and 
beyond, to Whitefish. The train was blocked in station order by Hillyard switch crews, 
with the Whitefish cars on the rear. Whitefish switched the train and forwarded east 
traffic, in block by a variety of trains including another straight away mainline local 
beyond Whitefish. Our engine today is three F7 units. The Bull Local typically got three 
or four F7 and/or GP7 or GP9 units drawn from whatever the Roundhouse Foreman had 
available at the time. 

After getting our engine on the train, we walked it to check for handbrakes while the car 
men made our air test. Now we could leave Hillyard, but we had to contact the control 
operator to get the signal to enter the double track at the east end of the yard. Once the 
caboose was on the main we advised the operator that we had departed. He would advise 
the dispatcher of our departure and the time.  

DEAN 

We usually ran with the current of traffic on the double track between Hillyard and Dean, 
about nine miles. There was an Operator on duty there 24 hours a day seven days a week 
to copy train orders from the Dispatcher, and hoop them up to passing trains. At the end 
of double track at Dean we encountered an absolute, interlocking signal controlled by the 
operator. As we approached Dean and could see the absolute signal at the end of the 
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double track if that signal was red, we were required stop before any part of the train or engine passed it. If we had a green signal, we 
could proceed toward the depot, checking the order board (train order signal) at the depot. If the light and/or semaphore train order 
board was green that meant there were no train orders for us to pick up. If the order board was yellow, it meant the operator had orders 
for us to pick up. These orders could be about most anything affecting our movement, but were most likely to be about meeting 
opposing trains between Dean and Newport, the next station where we could get orders.  

Today the order board is yellow, so the Fireman leans out the cab window of our lead F-7 and picks up our orders out of the hoop. The 
rear Brakeman picked up the orders while standing on the bottom step of the caboose as we went by. Our new orders established a flat 
meet at Camden, the second station east of Dean, with “No. 83’s train” operating as Extra 2502 West. No. 83’s train was the second 
hottest west ward freight train on the Great Northern. A “flat meet” means we can't leave until the Extra West has arrived at the 
meeting point and cleared the east switch, and the extra west can't leave the meeting point until we have arrived and cleared the main 
line at the west switch. Since the orders are silent about who should take the siding, since both trains are extras, and since we are 
inferior by direction, we will take the siding as required by the rules. 

CAMDEN 

This was a good meet since we had four gondolas to set out at Camden on the 
industry track for pulp wood loading. To make the Camden set out we were 
required to head in to the siding, stop the train short of the industry track, make a 
cut behind the gondolas, spot the gons on the industry track, get back on our train, 
release the air, and pull to the east end of siding.  

Today we stopped just short of the west switch at Camden and I lined the switch 
for us to head in to the siding. As soon as the air brakes released, we pulled in the 
siding, stopped the train short of the industry track, and made a cut behind the 
Gondolas that we planned to set into the industry track. We set out the gons, got 
back on our train, and as soon as the air released we finished pulling into the 
siding for our meet. About this time No. 83’s train, Extra 2502 West, called us on 
the radio and asked how soon we were going to be in the clear as they had a 
yellow block signal at the approach signal about a mile east of the east end of the 
siding. The block at the east switch was then red, meaning stop. Our conductor 
informed the extra west that we were about in the clear of the main line and the 
that he would let them know as soon as we were clear of the main line.  

The conductor soon informed the extra west that we were in the clear of the main 
track and the rear Brakeman had lined the switch back for the main. The extra 
west came around the curve and stated that they had a clear (green) block at the 
east switch. As they pick up speed they mentioned that they did not have time to 
make the double track at Dean for No. 28 the first class eastward Western Star, so 
they planned to take the siding at Milan, seven miles west of Camden. The extra 
west was required by rule to be clear of the main track at Milan five minutes 
before No. 28’s schedule arrival time at Milan. 

When No. 83’s train cleared the east switch we started to pull our train out of the siding at Camden. We were headed for Newport to 
get in the siding and get in the clear for No. 28. Newport was just over fourteen miles east of Camden. We needed to clear the main 
track at Newport before No. 28 was due out of at Scotia 7:22 AM. The rule required us to clear first class trains running in the same 
direction as we were, at the time shown at the next station to the rear. We were a little heavy so our speed from Camden to Scotia was 
slower than track speed due to the grade from Camden to Scotia. At Scotia the grade became virtually flat and we could get up to track 
speed.  

NEWPORT 

We had cars to set out for the Newport Local that worked between Newport and Sandpoint and we had a pickup from the Newport 
Local’s work from the day before so this was going to work out well. We headed in to the siding at Newport with the rear brakeman 
lining the switch back for the main track behind us. We pulled down the east end of the siding and stopped at the depot where we had a 
yellow train order board. The head brakeman and went in the depot where gave the Agent a list showing what we had for a set out and 
got the orders for our engineer and the switch list from the Agent for our pickup off the industry track alongside the siding. 

The Agent was required by the rules to continue to display the yellow order board as a signal to our rear end crew to pick up orders, but 
he did not have orders for No. 28 which had to arrive and depart before we could occupy the main track. When they saw the yellow 
order board, they expected orders and had to receive a clearance. The solution was for the Agent to issue No. 28 a clearance showing 
“NO” orders.  

Our new orders established a flat meet with an Extra 400 West, No. 97’s train, at Laclede, the first station east of Priest River. We 
would take the siding since both of us we extras and we were inferior by direction. “No. 97” was the premier westward freight train on 
the Great Northern. Dispatchers and other freight crews did not mess with No. 97. The Agent at Newport said the Dispatcher figured 
that 97, Extra 400 West, would be in the siding at Colburn, the first siding east of Sandpoint, for No. 28. 
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The Newport Local was on duty. They had done some switching that morning and were waiting for the cars we had for them. Both of 
us were waiting for No. 28 to arrive and depart. No. 28 arrived at 7:30 AM, stopped for their scheduled station stop, and left on time at 
7:35 AM.  

After No. 28 departed, we lined the siding switch on the east end of Newport, made our pickup off the industry track, and set out our 
cars for the Newport Local in their place. We doubled the pickup to our train, made an air test on the pickup, and headed out of the 
siding for our next work at Priest River. The Newport Local told us to hurry up and leave and they would line the main track switch 
back for us when they came over to get the cars we set out for them in the industry track. The east switch at Newport was the only 
siding switch between Hillyard and Troy that was not a spring switch. 

On the way to Priest River we went by Albeni Falls Dam across the Pend Oreille River and ran along the river. At Priest River we set 
out cars for The Newport Local. They switched Priest River after they switched Diamond National Lumber Company which was 
located on the Albeni Falls Spur on the north side of the river. The Albeni Falls Spur opened to the east and extended about one mile 
over a hill to the lumber mill. The Newport Local switched the mill on their eastward trip. The track arrangement forced them to back 
into the spur, shoving their cars for the mill ahead of the engine. The Newport Local could not take the Priest River cars into the mill 
with them because they would have too much tonnage to get in and out of the mill with the grades on the Albeni Falls Spur.  

We put the engine back on the train after setting out our Priest River cars and headed for Laclede as soon as the air released. The train 
order board at Priest River was clear. The next place we might receive more train orders was Sandpoint. Between Priest River and 
Laclede the line ran alongside the beautiful Pend Oreille River. 

LACLEDE 

As we arrived at the west switch at Laclede the Extra 400 West called us and said they 
had a yellow approach block to Laclede. We told them that we were heading into the 
siding right now. We were about half way into the siding when the headlight on the 
extra west came around the curve at the east end of Laclede. This was a good meet for 
both of us. When the Extra West cleared the east switch at Laclede we began to pull 
onto the main track. 

We were now at the time of day when we started to worry about eastward second class 
train No. 492. I should explain that Nos. 490, 492 and 494 were “dummy” or “straw 
man” schedules spaced about eight hours apart, for the dispatcher to use to operate any 
convenient train, such as symbol trains 82, 88, or something else that otherwise might 
have otherwise had to run as an extra. Any of those trains could, and did, operate on 
whatever of those three timetable schedules the dispatcher found convenient.  

When we went to work this morning, among our orders was an order stating that No. 
490 was annulled today. There was evidently not enough business to run a No. 490 
today, so its schedule was annulled. The annulment order let us work without having to 
worry about getting run around by the crew on No. 490 today. The next scheduled 
eastward second class train out of Hillyard was No. 492 which was due at Laclede 5:40 
PM. We did not have to worry about 492 today, as was usually the case.  

Extra trains were allowed to run ahead of second class trains without having to clear the main track and let them pass, so there was no 
rule requiring us to get out of the way of Nos. 490, 492 or 494, but often they got past us anyway as we were stopped doing station 
work at some station or by dispatcher’s orders. This meant that the crew that passed us would be in line to leave Troy ahead of us the 
next day, which often resulted in an undesirable, long layover at our away-from-home terminal. 

SANDPOINT 

Our next stop was Sandpoint where we knew we would have work. Our train included cars for Sandpoint and we always did some 
switching and spotting of cars at Sandpoint. We headed into the siding, pulling down to the crossing and cutting off the train behind the 
Bonners Ferry and Sandpoint cars while holding on to the Newport pickup, which was right behind the engine. We came out of the east 
end of the siding and backed down the main track and shoved into the Sandpoint Yard, which was on the opposite side of the main 
from the siding. We set the Bonners Ferry cars into one of the yard tracks, set the Sandpoint cars to another yard track, and set the 
loads from Newport to the scale track. By this time the conductor and rear brakeman had picked up the switch list and waybills at the 
depot and walked down to the yard.  

We had to run to the west end of the yard, and dig out three flat cars to be spotted in the two pole yards that made telephone and power 
poles. They were located down the Stem Track which was also the tail of the wye. We switched out the flat cars that we need to spot in 
the pole yard from the west end of the yard, ran up to the west leg of the wye switch, and backed down the leg and onto the stem. We 
switched both pole yards picking up four loads of poles, two out of each pole yard, and spotting the empty flat cars as ordered. Next we 
reached down the stem and picked up one loaded box car from the Northern Pacific transfer track that was at the far end of the stem 
track.   

We came back the same leg of the wye and shoved the box car and loads of poles into the Scale Track against the Newport pickup. We 
ran down to the east end, came against the loads on the Scale Track, pulled them all past the scale, and began to weigh the loaded cars 

We were about half way 
into the siding when the 
headlight on the extra 
west came around the 
curve at the east end of 
Laclede. This was a good 
meet for both of us. When 
the Extra West cleared the 
east switch at Laclede we 
began to pull onto the main 
track. 
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on the scale one at a time. The clerk weighing the cars rang the bell when he finished weighing each car. We then shoved the car off 
the scale, stopping the next car on the scale to be weighed. We had to cut away from the car being weighed to eliminate any weight 
transfer through the couplers. We continued this process until all the loads were weighed. We then backed out of the scale track and ran 
to the east end of the yard and coupled into the track with the cars for Bonners Ferry. We doubled them to the loads we had just 
weighed and then doubled everything back to the train on the siding.  

As usual we had four empty log flat cars to set out for log loading at for Moravia spur directly ahead of the Bonners Ferry cars. 
Moravia was five miles west of Bonners Ferry. If we were to receive fresh train orders, the clerk brought them to us when he came to 
weigh the cars. We made an air test and left town. 

COLBURN 

By this time we needed to figure out where we were going to meet No. 27 the westward first class Western Star. Today we figured we 
could make Colburn, the first station east of Sandpoint, some eight and a third miles ahead. We arrived twenty minutes before No. 27 
was due at Colburn. We hurried into the siding and were in the clear of the main track five minutes before No. 27 was due to leave 
Colburn, as required by the rules. Number 27 was due at Colburn at 12:23 PM, but this time came and went. No. 27 came around to 
curve at 1:05 PM, forty two minutes late. As soon as No. 27 cleared the east switch, we started to pull out of the siding headed for 
Bonners Ferry.  

The delay we incurred in this meet illustrates one of the problems with Time Table Train Order operation, its inflexibility. While 
Number 27 had right of track starting at 12:18, we were stuck for 40 minutes waiting for a superior train that was not there. The 
dispatcher could have helped us but did not. In his defense, the dispatcher did not know exactly when we would leave Sandpoint so any 
orders he issued to help us could further delay No. 27, which was the mail train. In addition, he was concerned about other trains in his 
territory, so he had other things to worry about than helping us against a late No. 27. 

We ran though Elmira down the grade through Naples, where we had a clear train order board. We stopped at Moravia, cut behind the 
log flats, and set them into the spur for log loading. Back on our train, we made a quick air test and rolled down the rest of the hill to 
Bonners Ferry.  

BONNERS FERRY 

We called the Bonners Ferry depot on the radio and told the Agent that we were 
going to eat after we finished our work. The Agent called us back and told us that 
as a precaution in case we couldn’t get out of town in time early enough, the 
Dispatcher wanted us to head in to the siding because he had a westward train 
coming at Eureka, 82 miles east of Troy that should arrive at Troy in about two 
hours and 30 minutes. We headed in to the siding, cut behind the cars for Bonners 
Ferry, pulled them out on the main, and then shoved west on the main to pick up 
the conductor and rear brakeman who were walking toward the depot, which was 
east of the east switch of the siding. We noticed that we had a yellow train order 
board so we knew we would receive orders before we left. We stopped at the 
depot and were given the switch list from the Agent who confirmed that the 
Dispatcher planned to issue train orders to us before we left Bonners Ferry.  

These orders would probably have to do with the extra west. It was getting to be 
the time of day when No. 79’s train (again, run as an extra) usually appeared. No. 
79 originated at Laurel, Montana made up of traffic delivered by the Chicago, 
Burlington & Quincy. A large component of that traffic was alumina ore from the 
Gulf Coast moving to aluminum smelters at Mead, just east of Hillyard, and 
Malaga, just east of Wenatchee. No. 79’s train was unusually heavy because it had 
the ore, and because it often had many carloads of wheat from the Great Falls, 
Montana area. No. 79’s train was hotter than the Bull Local, so we would 
probably have to go in the hole for him. 

We switched the lumber dock, which was located off the House Track, and delivered one box car of lumber from the lumber dock to 
the Spokane International transfer and picked up one empty box car off the SI transfer track to spot on the lumber dock along with the 
box cars from our train. We picked up one load of grain from the elevator track and spotted one empty box car in its place for grain 
loading. We left the load of grain first out on the west end of the house track for a west pick up. Switching done, we went to eat at the 
local restaurant and in due time were ready to leave Bonners Ferry. Our new orders had us lined up for a flat meet at Leonia, 17.82 
miles east of Bonners Ferry, with extra 724 west, No 79’s train. The order directed them to take the siding. If the orders had not put 
them in the siding, since we were both extras and our train was inferior by direction, we would have had to head in instead.  

We pulled the train slowly out of the siding at Bonners Ferry with the conductor using the radio in the depot to slow us down so the 
rear brakeman could get on the caboose. The rear brakeman then used the radio in the caboose to pick up the conductor and we were 
off to meet the extra west at Leonia.  
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KOOTENAI CANYON 

Starting at the east end of Crossport, a siding four and a half miles east of Bonners Ferry, track speed is 30 miles per hour on the 20.3 
miles to Yakt. This part of the line is in Kootenai Canyon which was carved by the Kootenai River. We arrived at Leonia but the extra 
west was not there. We stopped on the main track short of the east end of Leonia siding, and I walked up and lined the switch for the 
siding. This was a courtesy on my part since the train orders made the extra west the inferior train, and they were responsible for 
handling their own switches; but my doing it for them expedited the move and helped both crews get over the road. About fifteen 
minutes later the extra west called and said they had a yellow approach block. Our engineer told the extra west that we had them lined 
into the siding at Leonia. Soon the extra west came around the curve and headed into the siding. When they cleared the switch I lined it 
for the main line and we were off to Troy.  

This proved to be a less than ideal meet. Since we arrived first, if we had been the train that took siding, we would have used our delay 
time in the process of getting into the siding for the opposing train. If we headed in, the extra west would have suffered little or no 
delay, and we would not have had to wait for him to slowly pull a mile of train into the siding. The extra west, was probably delayed 
after the dispatcher issued his “meet” orders to both trains, and then it was too late to change the siding instructions. Here the 
Dispatcher’s efforts to help us went awry and delayed both trains. This delay was attributable to the inflexibility to Time Table Train 
Order operation. 

TROY 

The Agent at Troy controlled the switches and signals at both ends of the siding as directed by the Dispatcher. The yellow approach 
signal to Troy indicated that we would probably head into the siding. The Agent told us to stop opposite of the depot and the Whitefish 
crew would take over from there. We tied up at 4:00 PM, eleven hours total time on duty. Then it was check into the hotel, get 
something to eat, and go to bed as we were on the line up to go to work at 2:00 AM the next morning.   

RETURN TRIP 

The lineup proved to be accurate. We were called for 2:00 AM for an Extra West, the 
westward Bull Local. When we reported for duty, the Operator told us that our train was 
at Kootenai Falls for No. 32 the first class Empire Builder which was scheduled to 
arrive at Troy at 2:15 AM. Our conductor checked the train register and wrote down No. 
31 the westward Empire Builder and First 492 an eastward second class train. Now that 
we were moving west, we had to clear eastward second class trains. We were waiting 
for No. 32 and we all saw No. 32 arrive and depart Troy for Libby and Whitefish. This 
and the conductors register check on earlier regular trains we hadn’t seen, was all that 
was required for compliance with rules requiring we not leave our initial station until 
knowing all superior trains that were due were gone.  

About 2:45 AM our train came down the main since there was nothing in the yard to 
pick up for the west and no train to meet at Troy. We changed crews and left Troy at 
3:02 AM headed for Bonners Ferry, our first work. We, Extra 466-D West, held a train 
order stating that Second 492 would wait at Leonia until 3:45 AM and Yakt 4:00 AM 
for us. This order helped us and restricted them since they were past due at Troy. Under 
that circumstance we could not advance without the order restricting Second 492.  

MEETING SECTIONS OF No. 492 AT LEONIA 

We arrived at Leonia at 3:35 AM, ten minutes before Second 492’s wait time, and 
headed in. Our engineer just set the brakes to stop at the west end of Leonia when we 
saw Second 492 coming up the canyon weaving around the curves along the river. I got 
off the engine and crossed over to the river side to look Second 492 over as they rolled 
by. This was a very good meet. 

When their engine, GN 2510, came by we saw that they were displaying green signals 
on their class lights. Second 492's engineer whistled one long and two short blasts to 
call our attention to his green class lights, which were a signal that there was another section of No. 492. Our Engineer whistled two 
short blasts in answer to Second 492's whistle signal. We had no orders about other sections of No. 492, so we had to stay where we 
were until all following sections of 492 got by us.  

I got back on the engine after Second 492 cleared. Our engineer said that Third 492 was close behind the second section. About twenty 
minutes later we saw the head light of Third 492. I got off the engine again and crossed over to the river side to give Third 492 a roll by 
inspection. Third 492, engine 444-A, displayed no signals indicating that they were the last section of 492. As soon as they were we 
started out of the siding through the spring switch leaving Leonia at 4:30 AM.  

STATION WORK TO HILLYARD 

We arrived at Bonners Ferry at 5:05 AM looking at a green order board. We stopped and picked up the car of wheat we left on the 
house track the day before, made our air test and left Bonners Ferry at 5:30 AM. We had a heavy train so the best we could do coming 
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up the hill from Bonners Ferry through Naples with a clear (green) train order board to Elmira was 20 miles per hour. We had 20 cars 
of Bauxite for Kaiser Aluminum at Mead, about five miles east of Hillyard. This alumina ore came from the Gulf Coast on the 
Burlington. From Laurel, Montana the ore moved on No. 79's train but yesterday’s No. 79’s train into Whitefish was so small that it 
was terminated there. Whitefish Yard put the alumina and other west traffic into the Bull Local for Hillyard. We reached the top of the 
hill at Elmira at 6:15 AM.  

The Bull Local arrived at Sandpoint at 6:35 AM, stopped and picked up one flat car of poles for Hillyard. The consignee was 
Washington Water Power, the Spokane area electric utility, which had a spur off the main line between Hillyard and Spokane. We 
picked up the load of poles behind the wheat so we had a one car buffer between the engine and the open load of telephone poles. We 
did this because open loads of poles could shift and if they did, better they bash into a box car than an engine. When we finished our air 
test and were ready to leave Sandpoint it was 7:00 AM. We pulled west to the Sandpoint depot which displayed a yellow order board; 
the orders we picked up there established a flat meet at Newport with the eastward Bull Local. They were to take the siding since they 
were inferior by direction.  

We figured to be at Laclede for No. 490 and we knew we would have to remain there for No. 28 the Western Star. We arrived at 
Laclede at 7:15 AM and headed in to the siding for No. 490 since they were superior to us by class and stopped at the west end to wait. 
No. 490 appeared at 7:35 AM running at track speed. They were on short time to clear the main at Sandpoint for No. 28. We sat tight 
for No. 28 which was due at 7:54 AM. Number 28 blew by Laclede at 8:00 AM, six minutes late. As soon as No. 28 cleared we started 
to pull, leaving at 8:05 AM.  

At Newport we stopped and made our 10 car pick up from the storage track. The storage track was on the north side of the main at the 
east end of Newport, while the siding was on the south side of the main and west of the storage track. As soon as our air test was 
complete we pulled to the west end of Newport, holding the main. As we approached the west switch, the eastward Bull Local was just 
stopping at the switch to line themselves into the siding. We told them to pull right in and we would align the switch for the main track 
behind them. Our engineer started to pull about the time my feet hit the ground. I walked ahead, lined the switch, took a step to the 
west, and got on the engine as it came by me with the throttle wide open. We arrived at Newport at 8:35 AM and left at 9:05 AM.  

Our train arrived at Mead at 10:05 AM, made a cut behind the 20 cars of alumina ore to be set out, and set them over onto the storage 
track. We came back out with the Newport and Bonners Ferry pickups that were behind the engine, backed on to our train, made a 
quick set up and release air test, and headed for Hillyard at 10:40 AM.  

HILLYARD 

Leaving Mead, we called the Yardmaster at Hillyard for a track to head into and he asked “Are you ahead of No. 83’s train, or behind 
them?” We told him that we were ahead of 83’s train, and that they were right behind us. His response was “Oh great, I wanted them 
first.” The Yardmaster told us to head in to West Yard One, tie on the train’s handbrakes, and take the power to the house, that is, to 
the Diesel Shop. We headed into West Yard One. The rear end crew tied about ten handbrakes on the rear of the train and I took the 
power to the house. No. 83 came up West Yard Four as we were taking the engine to the house. The engineer and fireman and I walked 
into the yard office at 11:30 AM. The conductor registered our train on the train register, delivered his consist and waybills to the 
manifest clerk, completed our time slip, and we tied up, that is went off duty, at 11:45 AM for 9 hours 45 minutes total time on duty. 
We covered 134.57 miles from Troy to Hillyard. 
 

Notes: 
 

1. The first photo in this article shows a typical timetable for trains traveling in the Second Subdivision between Hillyard and Troy. 
The date on the time table is November 27, 1966. 

2. The second photo shows a sample Great Northern Railway Clearance Form. 
3. The third photo shows a typical hoop arrangement that allowed train crews to get their orders on the fly.  
4. The fourth photo is not directly related to the text of the article but shows a hand written order. This one has historical significance 

since it was written on May 31, 1916, and orders all trains on the Great Northern Railroad to “stop where ever” out of respect for 
J.J. Hill who had died the previous day. 

5. The fifth and last photo shows a Great Northern Railway Register Check form. 
_______________________________________ 
 

© 2014 by John Langlot. The proceeding article is protected by copyright. Reproduction, except for personal 
non-commercial use by members of NMRA/PNR/Fifth Division, is strictly prohibited without specific written 
Permission of John E. Langlot. 
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NMRA ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM 
Phil Everett, AP Chairman 
 

Regrettably, there were no models 
submitted for Achievement Program 
review at the Fall Spokane Train Show 
but I was joined by Superintendent 
Gary Thurow for an evaluation of 
models submitted during the recent 
spring show (see the picture at left). I 
think that it is possible people did not 
understand the process or get the word 
about judging of models. The process 
has been streamlined and the modelers 
no longer have to fill out a lot of forms 
during the evaluation. The AP staff 
will do that for them. Once the model 
has been evaluated, the paperwork is 
forwarded to the PNR Regional AP 
Chairman and the results are 
communicated back to the modelers. 
Results are also posted on-line at the 
PNR website. 

 

You can contact me if you have any questions. My Phone number is (509) 443-2457 and my email is 
lazytwo@gmail.com. If you e-mail me please use “AP” in the subject. 
 
 

INTERCHANGE TRACK 
 

A FANTASY CAMP FOR MODEL STRUCTURE BUILDING: 
Fine Scale Railroader Expo 2013 
November 6-9, 2013. Pittsfield, MA 
Contributed by Rich Pitter (PNR 1st Division) 

Most model railroaders enjoy running trains and watching trains 
run, especially if they run through various scenic areas. I’m 
building a layout to capture the heart and soul of Western 
mining and timber operations. I like to see trains working—
shunting cars to and from industrial sidings. I also enjoy 
building HO scale model structures. I've erected Campbells 
models, DPM kits and, more recently, a variety of wood laser-
cut kits. The “craftsman” kits I've built have been the easier Bar 
Mills Models kits. I've built a few structures from scratch, too. 
At a train show last year, I purchased an unopened Micro-Scale 
Models Bowers' Brewery kit. Its appearance fit the time and 
place of my railroad. After making the expensive purchase, my 
fears arose: what happens if I make a mistake? I thought I 
should learn more about erecting craftsman kits before I start. 
I signed up for the Fine Scale Railroader Expo (“the Expo”), as 

enthusiastic as a baseball fan who attends a fantasy camp. The fan gets to wear a uniform, swing a bat, play 
catch, and talk with real major leaguers. At the Expo I attended some “platinum workshops” and several “silver 
clinics,” talked with big-league model builders, and attended a show that consisted principally of manufacturers 

Figure 1: Jon Addison’s Pastel Paper workshop at the Expo. 

mailto:lazytwo@gmail.com
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of craftsman model structure kits. The Expo was billed as “The only show dedicated to the art of scale model 
structure building.” 
The Expo was held in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, just a few blocks from the Amtrak station. I flew to Albany, 
New York and boarded Amtrak at the Albany-Renssaeler station. In retrospect, I should have flown to Boston 
and boarded Amtrak at South Station.  

In one workshop, Jon Addison, the clinician, led us on a project 
that used pastel paper to build a small house. After I signed up, I 
received emails from him asking us to bring tools, oil and acrylic 
paints, and mineral spirits. Since I traveled by air, I couldn't 
bring mineral spirits, but I visited an art store and purchased $80 
in supplies to make sure I covered all the bases. It was lucky that 
I did; we worked at tables of three and I was the only one at my 
table who brought paint. The process of painting the pastel paper 
was new to me, and although it is a multi-step process, Jon 
explained the theory behind it so that I gained confidence to 
make clapboard siding to suit the purpose of any structure I 
build. I’ve sliced paper (manila folder material) to make 
clapboard siding before, and I even hosted a Railfun workshop 
on it, so the workshop provided me with a different, method for 
building “home-spun” clapboard siding structures. The effect I 
achieved was good, and the after-construction dry-brushing 
techniques I learned resulted in an even better structure. 
In another workshop, by Bill Sartore, I learned about theory and 
application of LED lighting for layout structures. By application, 

I mean the hands-on construction of lighting circuits for layout use. For this workshop, I brought closing 
tweezers, needle nose pliers, a soldering iron, and some solder. I couldn't find my Opti-Visor, so I did without it. 
Even so, this list meant more stuff to haul aboard the aircraft. The neat part of this workshop was the actual build 
of a lighting circuit consisting of a small micro-LED. I soldered the LED onto the patchwork copper circuit and 
the two guys at my table asked me to solder theirs, too. They both lacked soldering irons so they used mine to 
solder the adhesive-backed copper strips together to make the circuit, but the micro-LED has almost microscopic 
nubs for the anode and cathode. Fortunately, my soldering yielded working circuits. The great thing I learned in 
this workshop was how to build parallel circuits of two or three LEDs. Current limiters, an IC device that I 
hadn’t heard about previously, enable a 12-volt battery to power three or four parallel circuits of LEDs. As I 
build structures for my layout, now I can plan interior and exterior lighting circuits. 

The Expo’s clinics were led by workshop clinicians or by 
craftsman modelers, some of whom own their own structure kit 
companies. The clinics demonstrated a wide variety of 
construction, finishing, and weathering techniques. Unlike the 
workshops, there was no hands-on participation. Still, the 
clinicians passed around samples that showed what they were 
talking about. It's always good to be able to hold the sample and 
examine it. One clinician, Jack Ellis of Bar Mills Scale Models, 
passed out CD’s that had word processing files (with pictures) 
that illustrated his techniques. 
The vendor area was open for two days. Vendors had freebies 
that they passed out to attendees. Some were castings from their 
craftsman kits; others were laser-cut details from their kits. How 

often do you attend a vendor area consisting principally of craftsman kit producers? For me it was fun because 
the vendors often had built-up models of their kits. The built-up 
models gave me a much better idea of size and appearance than 
photos. 

The model contest at the Expo was an experience to behold! Here, craftsman pitted their skills and wits in a 
variety of categories. The 2” x 2” category might favor smaller scales, but first prize was taken by a well-
executed O scale scene. Other categories included 8” x 8”, 18” x 18”, diorama, marine, and structure. All the 
models were excellent and the builders are craftsmen with skills beyond mine, but I studied the details—the 

Figure 2: Jon Addison’s model shanty that workshop 
participants  were attempting to build.  There are metal castings, 
a laser-cut front porch, plastic door and window castings, and a 
spray-painted newspaper tarpaper roof in addition to the pastel 
paper clapboard siding. 

Figure 3: Rich Pitter’s micro-LED circuit built at Bill 
Sartore’s Lighting workshop at the Expo. 
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finishes, weathering, signs, and details—and realized that I had picked up most of the skills that these craftsmen 
had mastered. It’s only a matter of practice, practice, practice! 
When I next travel to an expo or convention and plan to stay at least one night in a hotel, I will endeavor to bring 
along a friend. Most hotels charge by the room, not the number of guests, so two can stay for the price of one. It 
helps to have a buddy for company at meals. If you and your buddy attend different workshops, you can share 
thoughts afterwards. 
In three days, I learned dozens of neat techniques and tips, and I was reminded of even more model-building tips 
that I already knew about, but had forgotten. Yes, this Expo was a successful fantasy camp for me. I plan on 
attending future Expos. 
 
 
TIME TABLE – EVENTS 
 
April 19, 2014, Spokane, WA. NMRA PNR 5th Division annual meeting will be held from 8am to 2pm at the 
Library located on the corner of Upriver Drive and 4322 N Argonne Rd.  
 

April 26, 2014, Livingston, MT. Livingston Train Show and Swap Meet, Livingston Depot Center. For 
information call the Livingston Depot Center at (406) 222-2300. 
 

April 27, 2014, Helena, MT. Helena Railroad Fair, Helena Civic Center. Doors open to the public at 9:30 am. 
Admission is $3, under 12 free. Information rrfair@mt.net or call (406) 443-1578 or (406) 227-0158 .  
 

July 12-16, 2014, Helena, MT. The Great Northern Railway Historical Society will hold an annual 
convention at the Great Northern Best Western. For more information go to http://www.gnrhs.org.  
 

July 16-19, Yakima, WA. The Northern Pacific Railway Historical Association will hold an annual 
convention. For more information go to http://www.nprha.org.  
 

July 30-August 2, 2014, Ogden, UT. The 2014 Union Pacific Historical Society convention will be held at the 
Summit Hotel. More details about hotel reservations and convention information will be available at 
http://UPHS.org. 
 

October 11-12, 2014, Spokane, WA. River City Modelers club open house, 1130 East Sprague Avenue. Hours: 
Saturday 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. and Sunday 12 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
 

October 12, 2014, Spokane, WA. Fall 2014 Model Train Show at the Spokane County Fair and Expo Center, 
404 North Havana, Ag Buildings C and D, Spokane, WA. 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., $6.00 admission, 12 and under 
free. Model railroad clinics will be offered throughout the day for all visitors! 
 
For additional event listings for the PNR jump to http://pnr.nmra.org/. Send additions or corrections to Alan 
Ashton, Editor, PNR5DNews@gmail.com. 
 
 
5TH DIVISION MEMBER’S WANT, SWAP AND SELL 
 
List items that you would like to sell or swap in our new “classifieds” department. Send a request to the editor at 
abcja6730@yahoo.com. You must provide a description of the item, name and contact information. You can use 
an email address, telephone number or street address, or any combination of these. Listings will appear only 
once but you can send additional requests (after publication) if you want the listing to be repeated. 
 
Masonite® subroadbed spline for sale. Cutting strips for spline is a pain and makes a mess. This spline is 
already cut and ready to be installed. If you haven’t tried constructing with spline you should try it. Easements 
are really easy to model with minimal calculations. Spline sections are glued with common carpenter’s glue. The 
result is very strong and light weight. Strips are 3/16” thickness and 8 feet long. I still have pieces available. 

mailto:rrfair@mt.net
http://www.gnrhs.org/
http://www.nprha.org/
http://uphs.org/
http://pnr.nmra.org/
mailto:PNR5DNews@gmail.com
mailto:abcja6730@yahoo.com
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Sandwich 8 pieces for HO scale, fewer for N. Price is $1.00 per spline or make me an offer for the lot. Contact 
Alan Ashton at abcja6730@yahoo.com.  
 
Wanted: Members for a “round robin” group in North Spokane. Located in Wandermere with small layout 
currently under construction. Would like to join with others nearby who would like to form a round robin 
meeting schedule (once or twice each month). Share ideas, help with construction, and operate layouts. Contact 
Alan Ashton at abcja6730@yahoo.com. 
 

VIEW FROM THE CABOOSE 
 

Here are some stories that arrived after or too near the deadline to be included in other departments. 
 
Although not representing the PNR 5th 
Division directly, I was pleased that the 
Lewis-Clark Train Club asked me to 
present a clinic on how to build trees using 
floral wire and furnace filters at the 
Lewiston Train Show and Swap meet on 
March 23rd.  
 
The interest shown by visitors was very 
rewarding and several asked for more 
information about the process. I will be 
producing a pictorial explanation of my 
process very soon and you can request a 
copy by sending your request to me at 
PNR5DNews@gmail.com.  
 
For those who plan to attend the 5th 
Division’s annual meeting on April 19th, 

Superintendent Gary Thurow has asked me to do the clinic again as part of the day’s program. I hope to see 
some of you there. 
 
 
THE GOAT is the official publication of the 5th Division of the Pacific Northwest Region, National Model Railroad Association. The 
Goat is published quarterly with at least one paper issue per year – generally with ballots. Deadlines for material input are: March 15, 
June 15, September 15 and December 15. Publication dates are April 5, July 5, October 5, and January 5. Publication is the date The 
Goat is available on the PNR website. You may refer to the PNR website on the publication date to view, download and print The 
Goat. Special events may alter this timing. All material and correspondence related to The Goat should be forwarded to the 
Editor.  
 
Editor - Alan Ashton (PNR5DNews@gmail.com)  
 

5th DIVISION EXECUTIVES: 

Superintendent ................................................................ Gary Thurow, (509) 838-7174; gathurow@cet.com  
Asst. Superintendent ........................................................ Wayne Walling, (509) 751-1289; msgtusaf@clarkston.com  
Chief Clerk ..................................................................... Richard Smith, (406) 360-5813; dick832@cybernet.com  
Paymaster … ................................................................... Jim Trunzo, (509) 421-3111; jetrunzo@gmail.com  
Achievement Program .....................................................  hil Everett, (509) 443-2457, lazytwo@gmail.com  
Membership .................................................................... Open 
Education ........................................................................ Open 
Webmaster ...................................................................... Jim Trunzo, (509) 421-3111; jetrunzo@gmail.com 
Editor (The Goat) ............................................................ Alan Ashton, (509) 368-9675; PNR5DNews@gmail.com  
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